
Draft Meeting Notes from the EMA-TC Teleconference
Date: Jan. 22, 2010 
Next Meeting: Feb. 05, 2010

1. Attendance

Agha Ahmed (AA) Alessandro Triglia (AT) Aviv Siegel (AS) Bill Tabor (BT)

Buddy Ackerman (BA) Claire Carpenter (CC) Daniel Ryan (DR) Dara Ung (DaU)

David Box (DB) Dee Schur (DS) Denis Gusty (DG) Don Beattie (DoB)

Donald McGarry* (DMG) Don Uyl (DoU) Doug Allport (DA) Elysa Jones* (EJ)

Gary Timm* (GT) Hans Jespersen (HJ) Jacob Westfall (JWe) Jane Harnad (JH)

Jeff Waters (JWa) Mark Titus (MT) Mary McRae (MMR) Melanie Chipman (MCh)

Norm Paulsen (NP) Patrick Gannon* (PG) Paul Denning (PD) Rex Brooks* (RB)

Rian Chipman  (RCh) Rob Torchon* (RT) Robin Cover (RC) Shayne Barr (SB)

Sukumar Dwarkanath (SD) Thomas Ferrentino* (TF) Thomas Merkle (TM) Tim Grapes (TG)

Werner Joerg* (WJ) William Kalin (WK)

* indicates voting member

Quorum – achieved

2. Review of Agenda: DA adds item under New Business about a new initiative in CDN.

3. Review  of Jan. 08, 2010 Minutes – corrected name spelling; removed reference to member 
seconding adjournment.  PG moves  that  the Minutes  be accepted  as  amended;  GT seconds. 
Approved as amended.

4. Current Business
• FEMA: CAP EAS Implementation Guide – PG: the ECIG has been in discussion with Denis 

Gusty's Office (S&T). Apparently they have officially engaged in the process of making 
recommendations for updates to that guide. There is no indication that S&T or FEMA were 
going to do anything other than taking the input from ECIG. We should take the issue off 
our radar screen.
TF: the FEMA IPAWS group will have a booth at TCIP, teaming up with the FEMA DM 
program. A discussion with Wade Witmer, Dean Rychlik and others is planned.
PG: right now the interaction with Industry is primarily driven through S&T. Denis Gusty 
has been in direct communication with the ECIG board members. The goal is for ECIG to 
submit revisions by early March 2010.
GT: sees collapsing time lines stemming from 2 separate calls this Wednesday: at EMC call 
Wade Witmer talked about plans for conformance testing early February,  with output in 
March, and at EIC call DHS S&T talked about including the implementation guide specs in 
the conformance testing. An impossible task for ECIG, and certainly no time for OASIS to 
have a look into.
DA:  talked  to  Chad  at  Ithaca  University  –  suggests  that  the  specs  would  follow  the 
publishing of CAP 1.2.
TF: Will arrange for a meeting at the TCIP Interop event.



• EMA-TC meeting at TCIP Event? TF: TC members participating at TCIP will be busy with 
demo, so there will probably not be a EM-TC meeting on Tuesday. Probability for EMA-TC 
meeting on Tuesday are equally slim.
WJ: lets hold the TC meeting (telecon) in our regular slot, Friday, Feb. 05.

• Interop Recordings at 2009 NIEM Training Event – no further info at present. TF to contact 
WK in that respect.
WJ: did WSI have recording equipment on site in Baltimore? RB/RT: No, but there was a 
third party there (handled through WK) that did record. But no one on the call knows what 
happened after. WJ to investigate further.

• Wiki – members are interested in reviewing and contributing; available time is a limiting 
factor.
• Product Database (pDB): comments / questions from RT and RB call for clarification: 

the  Wiki  is  not  intended to  serve as  product  database;  this  needs  to  be hosted  in  a 
separate space and the Wiki may provide links to it. The Wiki is set up at present to 
collect ideas about criteria to be used for data entry and retrieval.
RB there was a special meeting on Monday (Jan. 18) to discuss the format of the pDB – 
spreadsheet, search engine, … - left it for Carol (Geyer) to consult with (OASIS) IT and 
report back with suggestions, based on existing XML.org templates.
GT: have we made any progress re maintaining integrity of info in the pDB? There was 
discussion about looking for guidance from OASIS since there is no funding to double 
check on each vendor's claim. RB that is exactly one of the issues Carol has been tasked 
with, talking to IT. WJ: there are 2 components to this – technology to be used and 
criteria for the system to be “self-checking”.
GT: does the matter of OASIS Webinars raised by JH recently also touch on this issue? 
WJ: this is a separate issue that we've put on today's agenda, hoping that JH could join 
us.

• WJ - to reiterate: the Wiki is intended to serve as a forum for TC members to post and 
discuss ideas without  having to wait  2 weeks to  bring them up during the next  TC 
meeting. Note that there is also a part of the Wiki where the individual SCs have their 
own space. The intent is that each SC can present their goals and where they stand w.r.t. 
those goals, and can post open question that arise.
RT: to raise awareness about the Wiki we should refer to it for every meeting. It is better 
than using an e-mail trail. In its present form it is a good starting point, now let's just use 
it – all our members have good enough background to figure how to use it.
WJ there is  no reason to  be afraid of breaking it:  Wiki  has  a  roll  back feature that 
provides for recovery from almost any situation.  GT and RT agree on the idea that SCs 
should start using it.

• TCIP Interop Demo – there are 2 principal elements in the Interop Demo part of the 
Wiki:
The intent of that part is to help prepare for Interop Demos
• Using past experience
• Collecting new experiences
At present we are too late for TCIP and too early for upcoming events, but let's keep 
bringing in ideas – to be continued!



GT has a set of pictures from the NIEM event – the question is how to present them and 
where to host them. RB suggest to create an article that would include a selection of 
pictures. That would take care of the how (if we can figure the who) – but where?
TF: we may also consider future events – e.g. the southern states are gearing up for 
hurricane  season;  they would  be  very interested  in  interoperability  with  HAVE and 
IPAWS. The knowledge of how interoperability works and how it benefits is out there, 
but how do we bring to them what the current state of interoperability is [especially in 
the light of a failed pilot program in FL]?
RT: posting a tentative schedule of events on the wiki might help.
TF: there is a hurricane conference last weekend in March / first weekend in April.
PG: there are  3  major  events  that  have  been  identified for  support  this  year:  TCIP, 
WCDM  and  IAEM.  The  O&E  SC  has  posted  a  spreadsheet  with  these  and  other 
potential events of interest. The intent is that for events that are not targeted for large 
OASIS presence or Interop demos,  we try to  get  in  some member there who has a 
speaking slot or we consider it strategic enough to support someone to attend and meet 
with members of those organizations. NFPA (LAS, early June) and the Fire International 
Conference  (Chicago)  are  examples  of  such  events.  Further  targets  for  outreach: 
International Association of Police Chiefs and their  law enforcement IT group; EAS 
Summit (Washington DC, Feb. 28 - Mar. 1, put up by NEB and NASBA) has an exhibit 
area. PG to explore whether they'd be interested in including an OASIS Interop (focus: 
CAP -  EAS IPAWS). All this info is maintained in a spreadsheet – is there a way to link 
it into Wiki?
WJ: have the SC maintain their spreadsheet in a way that serves their work and record 
on the Wiki only the events that have been selected for OASIS action, with appropriate 
links, to minimize duplication of work.
PG: ok for events that have been targeted for support – the question remains, how much 
detail  to  include,  e.g.  what  to  do  about  the  updates  that  JH posts  to  the  list  about 
location, layout of exhibits etc..
WJ: the info provided by JH is to be processed first by the SC, who then decides what to 
add to the Wiki to best serve its intent.
PG: to what level is/can the kavi e-mail system and the Wiki be integrated (e.g. upon 
update of the Wiki, kavi sends targeted alerts to members via e-mail)?
Some discussion about need and capability of such an integration ensues – the trend is 
toward  broader  use  of  the  Wiki,  with  an  ability  to  generate  targeted  e-mails  upon 
relevant updates, as a more interactive complement to the TC web page. The question 
remains whether the technology is indeed available.
RT: there are 2 ways to look at the Wiki – as a basic place for general information that is 
not updated very often, and where outsiders may learn about how the TC/SC work; or as 
a more interactive area where the committees display and discuss their current work. But 
since it does not look like the Wiki may support that level of interactivity, it may have to 
be used more like an encyclopaedia that is meant to be used on demand.
WJ: this latter view is a good start and let's explore the technology options to see if, how 
and how far we could move towards more interactivity. This might be a topic to pick up 
for a side discussion at TCIP.
PG: invite MMR to a future TC meeting and discuss  possible technologies and how 
other TCs are using the Wiki. WJ: good idea – should we also consider RC to join? PG: 



RC may have insights about how others are using the Wiki;  MMR is more driving 
specific TC requirements for the next gen tools.

• EAS Summit – RB: would the member section consider funding some participation at 
the  EAS Summit?  PG:  need  more  info  from Summit  organizers  and also  interest  from 
potential participants before we can address the member section.

WJ: We are once again running out of time – in lieu of today's subgroup reports, let's have each 
SC make a Wiki entry recording where they stand.

A new  initiative  in  Canada  –  DA:  the  Defense  Research  and  Development  Canada  has 
commissioned  the  Canadian  Association  for  Public  Alert  and  Notification  to  do  a  quick 
engagement  with  the  vendor  community  with  primary  focus  on  the  incident  management 
community. We are looking to review the national sandbox that we have in place for the CAP 
Canadian Profile and Exchange; to be done over the next month.
DA will be visiting TCIP with the funding agency representative and would like to discuss this 
project further on site. RB to hook up.

Out of time.

RB moves to adjourn, RT() seconds - Adjourned 13:10 EST

Redacted and submitted by

Werner Joerg, co-Chair
OASIS EMA-TC
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